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High quality palliative alternative for patients with advanced locoregional
(CN3 Stage) penile cancer
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COMMENT
In the article intitled “The role of inguinal surgical debulking for locally advanced penile cancer followed by reconstruction with miocutaneous flap” (1), authors must be congratulated by their efforts in favor
of offering a high quality palliative alternative for patients with advanced locoregional (cN3 stage) penile
cancer which are not able to seek or receive the medical attention as preconized by the most important urooncologic guidelines (neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by extended inguinal lymphadenectomy) (2-4). Using the upfront radical surgical resection plus miocutaneous flap rotation, they avoid or postponed immediate
local progression, reducing pain, infection and perhaps delaying the suffered death by difficult managed local
complications.
However, this exclusive challenging surgical procedure is not enough to proportionate cure or an
adequate locoregional control of disease. In this scenario of penile cancer, the multidisciplinary approach is
unquestionably mandatory, as authors findings, that shown better overall survival and disease free survival
(14 versus 6 months (p=0.0006), and 10 versus 3 months (p-0.002), respectively), for patients that received
adjuvant chemotherapy.
Although this strategy seems reasonable for underdeveloped and for many developing countries, were
this malignance is prevalent and systemic treatment usually is not disponible, it is far from desirable: for this
approach is necessary to count with skilled surgical teams (urologic an plastic surgeons), intensive and nutritional care, for patients demanding prolongated hospital stay due their poor performance/status associated
with the high rates of complication, which are inherent this kind of procedures. Additionally, concomitant
results are expensive hospital expenses, and short disease-free survival and minimal overall survival.
Conversely the preconized neoadjuvant chemotherapy (5) has not been capable to offer long term
results, sometimes the following surgery are so complex also, and in case of failure, the salvage therapeutics
are ineffective or have short duration (6).
In the next years, more robust data are waited from the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)
trial EA8134 NCT02305654 (International Penile Cancer Adjuvant Chemotherapy Trial, the “InPACT” Trial), a
large multinational Phase III study evaluating the roles of neoadjuvant chemotherapy or neoadjuvant chemoirradiation followed by surgery, versus upfront inguinal lymphadenectomy. And after inguinal treatment, it
will be evaluated the roles of adjuvance with chemotherapy, radiotherapy, chemoirradiation, pelvic lymphadenectomy, or surveillance. We do not know if toxicities may be significant with theses associations of classic
morbid and efficacy-limited traditional therapies.
An open question for the study from Rio de Janeiro group, what would the contribution from the
probably pelvic metastases of their patients for the disease progression or cancer deaths described? How
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to treat these pelvic metastases considered uncurable by authors?
In this way, it seems more than necessary the
emergency of new personalized therapies for penile
cancer, as target therapies (anti-EGFR), immunotherapy (for PDL-1 positives or high mutational burden
cases, e.g.) or new biomarkers, molecular signatures,
that could be used in advanced cases (7-9).

Unfortunately, this future seems so far, in face
of the high costs of these drugs; the low economical
support for studies for these kinds of malignancies;
the biological aggressiveness of this neoplasm; the
difficult to implementation of clinical trials in some
countries with large incidence of penile cancer, in
which prevention is a hard task, yet.
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